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AB Curriculum Links 
Kinder: Use direct comparison to compare two objects based on a single attribute, such as length (height)
Grade One: **Demonstrate an understanding of measurement as a process of comparing by: • identifying attributes that can be compared• ordering objects
• making statements of comparison• filling, covering or matching. [C, CN, PS, R, V] Ask me how these also fit: Conservation. Sort by one attribute.  Pattern. Think in equal groups or units.
Grade 2: **Compare and order objects by length, height, distance around  nonstandard units make statements of comparison.[C, CN, ME, R, V]
**Measure  to  nearest unit by: • using multiple copies of a unit • using a single copy of a unit (iteration process). [C, ME, R, V]
 **Demonstrate that changing the orientation of an object does not alter the measurements of its attributes. [C, R, V] 
**Gather and record data about self and others to answer questions. [C, CN, PS, V]
**Construct and interpret concrete graphs and pictographs to solve problems. Ask me how these fit:  Trusting the count, describing number to 100, strategies for addition and subtraction. Patterns that increase. Sorting by two 
attributes.  Partitioning. 
Grade 3: Demonstrate understanding measuring length (cm, m) by:• selecting and justifying referents for the units cm and m• modelling and describing the relationship between the units cm and m • estimating length, using 
referents  • measuring and recording length, width and height. THESE ARE ALL LENGTHS[C, CN, ME, PS, R, V].  Ask me about  fractions outcomes. Ask me about multiplication and division. Ask me about sorting and 
patterning connections.

What will students BUILD EXPLAIN  REPRESENT COMPARE      Can we gather any DATA, how might it be ORGANIZED? Is there potential for GENERALIZING?

Students work with a partner to create a measuring unit based on circumference of forehead.  Discuss and compare ways to measure:
1. ) Do not measure yourself. Why? that includes you teacher!! Collect ideas from kids and compare to these that we collected. You exaggerate by making it way bigger or way smaller than it really is. You cannot see yourself so you 
cannot make it straight. You cannot see where to cut once the two end points are identified. You cannot reach. You might poke yourself or cut yourself. You have to sit still and be upright so the measure is accurate. You wiggle and move 
when you measure. 
2.) Find a partner you can collaborate with. Choose string or adding machine tape. Decide who measures and who sits. 
3.) Check your string or tape is ready to use accurately. Is the start end even and straight. If not fold and cut to be straight. 
4.) Determine the starting point. The start point needs to line up or match up with the start of the material you are going to build the unit of measure from. and stay there. You might need to tape it or have someone hold it in place.

3.) Line up the tool or object you are going to use to demonstrate the measure with whatever is being measured. So if it is around your head then keep it straight around. If it is your height lay it flat and lie on it or stand against it. The 
object being measured needs to stay not moving. 

4.) Mark where the measure ends. Maybe with a pencil or little fold. Take the measure away from the item and cut or fold or draw a line to show where the end was.

5.) Have someone else use your measure string or length to compare back to the object. Is the measure accurate? 

6. ) Look carefully at your string or tape and think about 3 things in the room that it might be the same length as. (Do not forget might go around, might be horizontal or might be vertical length). Represent your prediction. 

7.) Go to the item and direct compare. Represent your findings in diagrams, words, sentences, labeled photos.

 8.) Find 3 things in th room that are the same or equal in length to your forehead UNIT.

9.) Students work with a partner to create a measuring unit based on circumference of wrist.  

10.) Compares the unit of your wrist to the unit of your forehead....  How many wrists = 1 Forehead

11.) Uses wrist to measure item, predicts number of foreheads to match same measure.

12.) Makes multiple copies of wrist, connect them together to create a tool that has 5 wrists on it. Uses tool to measure accurately. Lists measures... Predicts how many foreheads will fit. Uses foreheads to measure. 

Length: a measure of a line segment that is unaffected bychanging the orientation of the line. (Outhred, 2012 )
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What do students need to PRACTICE?
  
Careful measures, careful counts, seeking precision. Discuss and explain comparisons... Discuss affect of unit size on measure of length. Flexible language height is depth is length is width is tall is long.... All just 
variations of a theme.

 What DOES FOCUS look like? Students do not measure selves. Take care to match start 
and end points. Keep paper straight. Re mesaure to check. Wait patiently

Band Aids poems: Use bandaids to make a measuring tool. Mark each bandaid.... measure with the tool. Record measuring data.
make a longer measuring tool by creating multiple copies of the  band aid tool. 

 Mathematical Communication that applies: 

What DOES PERSEVERANCE look like?  Willingly check and correct erros or omissions. Try again, seek accuracy. Challenge selves, record when asked.


